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Create an article table of contentsCreate an article table of contents
(TOC) from headers(TOC) from headers
Last Modified on 12/28/2022 12:25 pm EST

For long articles, you may want to create create a table of contents inside your articles with links to different
sections of content. Rather than use manually-created anchors, you can save a bunch of time on setup by using one
of our snippets.

Pro tip: Consider using a topic display category with individual articles for each section, rather than
these snippets. Topic display categories give you an automatic Quick Links section at the top and
the option to have each article they contain within an expanding/collapsing accordion.

We have two snippets for you to use: one will create a table of contents using a single level of headings (Heading
2). The other will create a nested table of contents using several levels of headings (Heading 2, Heading 3, and
Heading 4). This article demonstrates the nested table of contents.

We offer snippets like this as courtesy standalone customizations for your knowledge base. Using
multiple snippets together may cause unintended consequences. Please snippet responsibly and
remember that some problems are best solved by a developer!

How to use the snippetsHow to use the snippets
Using one of these snippets will create a clickable table of contents in list format that links to either all of the
Heading 2s in your article, or all of the Headings in the levels you specify in the article. You can place the snippet
wherever you would like the table of contents to appear:

http://support.knowledgeowl.com/help/topic-display-categories
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/5e976af4ec161c3e514a5a52/n/sample-article-toc-usage.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/5cdb25ddad121cef42b2a02f/n/article-toc-in-custom-html-template.jpg
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/5be074968e121cf863cce389/n/article-toc-snippet.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/5c4a3b31ec161c9144a0a91d/n/article-toc-nested-name.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/5c4a3d008e121c7a57bbb648/n/article-toc-nested.png
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If you'd like to apply the article table of contents snippet to allall articles in your knowledge base, you can add it to the
Custom HTML for article:

1. Go to Settings > StyleSettings > Style.

2. Click on Custom HTMLCustom HTML and select ArticleArticle  from the dropdown.

3. Add the snippet mergecode in where you'd like it to appear. For example, adding it here will place it after the
article title and Last Modified line but before the start of the article's text itself: 

Sample usage of the article TOC snippet

Include the snippet in your Article Custom HTML to apply it to every article in your knowledge

base
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4. Click SaveSave.

Be warnedBe warned: these snippets will not generate a table of contents in downloaded PDFs, as they
depend on Javascript executing after the page loads, whereas PDFs are generated when the article
is saved. They also won't work properly  if added to articles that are within a topic display
category.

Snippet 1: Article TOC with one level of headingsSnippet 1: Article TOC with one level of headings
This snippet will create a table of contents listing all of the headings of a specific level (by default, the snippet uses
Heading 2, but you can edit this to suit your style guide.) You can see this snippet in action in Working with Anchors.

To use this snippet:

1. Go to Library > SnippetsLibrary > Snippets.

2. Click on Create New SnippetCreate New Snippet.

3. Give your Snippet a name and a merge code, and choose to hide it from PDFshide it from PDFs (since it won't work in this
format). 

4. Change the editor type to 'Code Editor' first (instead of the WYSIWYG one) and then copy and paste the
following code into the Snippet text area:

http://support.knowledgeowl.com/help/topic-display-categories
http://support.knowledgeowl.com/help/working-with-anchors
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/5be0740b8e121cbb64cce382/n/article-toc-snippet-top.png
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<script id="snippet-prepend">
$(function(){

     var ToC =
     //Set the title for TOC. Can change h4 tags and text between them to change the text.
     //For no title, use: "<nav role='navigation' class='table-of-contents toc-top'>" + "<ul>";
      "<nav role='navigation' class='table-of-contents toc-top'><h4>In this article:</h4>" + "<ul>";
     var el, title, link;
      //Grab all the H2s and turn them into TOC titles. Adjust h2 in first line to use a different header level
     $(".hg-article-body h2").each(function() {
              el = $(this);
              title = el.text();
              anchorTitle = el.text().replace(/([~!@"#$%^&*()_+=`{}\[\]\|\\:;'<>,.\/\? ])+/g, '-').toLowerCase().trim();
              link = "#" + anchorTitle;
              el.html('<a id="'+anchorTitle+'" class="toc-anchor"></a>' + el.html());
              newLine =
    "<li>" +
      "<a class='article-anchor' href='" + link + "'>" +
        title +
      "</a>" +
    "</li>";

  ToC += newLine;
     });
     ToC +=
   "</ul>" +
  "</nav>";
    $("#snippet-prepend").before(ToC);   
});

</script>

<style>
/* Styles for Article TOC snippet to work*/
/* .toc-top styles the box for the TOC; adjust styles here to tweak look and feel */
.toc-top {
    background-color: #f5f5f5; /* set to #fff or delete entirely for no background */
    border: 1px solid #e3e3e3; /* adjust the color hex here to change border color */
    border-radius: 4px;
    box-shadow: 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05) inset;
    margin-bottom: 20px;
    min-height: 20px;
    padding: 5px 30px;
}

.toc-anchor {
  display: block;
  height: 140px; 
  margin-top: -140px; 
  visibility: hidden;
}
</style>

Your final snippet should look something like this when you save it: 
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5. Click CreateCreate.

6. Copy and paste the merge code for your snippet into any article where you want the table of contents to
appear, as shown in the Editor screenshot at the top of this article.

Customize the Table of Contents header/wordingCustomize the Table of Contents header/wording

You can tweak this code to customize the appearance and functionality of your Article Table of Contents.
Customize the Table of Contents header text. Replace "In this article:" with wording of your choice in row 7:

"<nav role='navigation' class='table-of-contents toc-top'><h4>Quick Links</h4>" + "<ul>";

Change the "In this article" text from an h4 to a div, p, or any other HTML element in row 7. Or remove it. Here,
we've changed it to paragraph:

"<nav role='navigation' class='table-of-contents toc-top'><p>In this article:</p>" + "<ul>";

Customize the script to build the table of contents of header 3s instead of header 2s in row 10: 

   $(".hg-article-body h3").each(function() {

Sample Article TOC snippet using H2s
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Snippet 2: Article TOC with nested headersSnippet 2: Article TOC with nested headers
This snippet will create a table of contents with nested/bullet point headings for multiple layers of headings. By
default, the snippet uses Headings 2, 3, and 4 but you can edit these. You can see this snippet in action if you go
back to the top.

To use this snippet:

1. Go to Library > SnippetsLibrary > Snippets.

2. Click on Create New SnippetCreate New Snippet.

3. Give your Snippet a name and a merge code, and choose to hide it from PDFshide it from PDFs (since it won't work in this
format). 

4. Change the editor type to 'Code Editor' first (instead of the WYSIWYG one) and then copy and paste the
following code into the Snippet text area:

5. <script id="snippet-prepend">
$(function(){

     var ToC =
  "<nav role='navigation' class='table-of-contents toc-top'><h4>In this article:</h4>" + "<ul>";
     var el,     title, link, header;
      //Define the heading levels you want to use in ascending order. Can add extra or remove unneeded.
     $(".hg-article-body h2, .hg-article-body h3, .hg-article-body h4").each(function() {
              el = $(this);
              title = el.text();
                 if(title != ''){
                anchorTitle = el.text().replace(/([~!@"#$%^&*()_+=`{}\[\]\|\\:;'<>,.\/\? ])+/g, '-').toLowerCase().trim();
                link = "#" + anchorTitle;
                //Set all headers to a 0-nesting level.
                header = 'header-nesting-0';
                //Adjust header-nesting layers so that they point to the correct html tag. header-nesting-1 should match the second .hg-article-body h# listed above; header-nesting-2 should match the third, etc.
                if($(this).is('h3')){
                    header = 'header-nesting-1';
                }else if($(this).is('h4')){
                    header = 'header-nesting-2'
                }
                el.html('<a id="'+anchorTitle+'" class="toc-anchor"></a>' + el.html());
                newLine =

http://support.knowledgeowl.com/#
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                newLine =
      "<li class='"+header+"'>" +
        "<a class='article-anchor' href='" + link + "'>" +
          title +
        "</a>" +
      "</li>";

                ToC += newLine;
              }
              });
     ToC +=
   "</ul>" +
  "</nav>";
    $("#snippet-prepend").before(ToC);   
});

</script>

<style>
/* CSS to style the TOC as it displays and the auto-created anchors
.toc-top styles the box for the TOC; adjust styles here to tweak look and feel */
  
.toc-top {
    background-color: #f5f5f5; /* set to #fff or delete entirely for no background */
    border: 1px solid #e3e3e3; /* adjust the color hex here to change border color */
    border-radius: 4px;
    box-shadow: 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05) inset;
    margin-bottom: 20px;
    min-height: 20px;
    padding: 5px 30px;
}

.toc-anchor {
  display: block;
  height: 140px; 
  margin-top: -140px; 
  visibility: hidden;
}

/* Set the indentation for the nesting levels. May need to be edited to match changes above. Increase or decrease the margin-left to get your desired level of indentation. */
.header-nesting-1 {
    margin-left: 20px;
}
.header-nesting-2 {
    margin-left: 40px;
}
</style>

Your final snippet should look something like this when you click Save Changes:
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6. Click SaveSave.

7. Copy and paste the merge code for your snippet into any article where you want the table of contents to
appear, as shown in the Editor screenshot at the top of this article.

Customize the headings usedCustomize the headings used

You can add additional heading levels beyond the example, remove unneeded headings, or begin them at a
different level. Here is an example of how to begin them at a different level:

1. Customize the script to build the table of contents using different heading levels. This involves edits in a few
places. First, edit the list in row 8. Here we begin with heading 3 and add heading 4 and 5:

Sample nested Article TOC snippet
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$(".hg-article-body h3, .hg-article-body h4, .hg-article-body h5").each(function() {

2. Next, adjust the header if statement so that it references the nesting-layers we changed above (nesting layer 1
is now h4 and layer 2 is now h5):

//Adjust header-nesting layers so that they point to the correct html <h> tag.
                if($(this).is('h4')){
                    header = 'header-nesting-1';
                }else if($(this).is('h5')){
                    header = 'header-nesting-2'

Customize the Table of Contents header/wordingCustomize the Table of Contents header/wording
Customize the Table of Contents header text. Replace "In this article:" with wording of your choice in row 5:

"<nav role='navigation' class='table-of-contents toc-top'><h4>Quick Links</h4>" + "<ul>";

Change the "In this article" text from an h4 to a div, p, or any other HTML element in row 5. Or remove it. Here,
we've changed it to paragraph:

"<nav role='navigation' class='table-of-contents toc-top'><p>In this article:</p>" + "<ul>";


